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This is an article about foundation of paralogical nonstandard analysis and its 
applications to the continuous function without a derivative presented by absolutely 
convergent  trigonometrical series and another famous problems of  trigonometrical  
and orthogonal series. In part 1 of the present work, using the methods of paralogical 
nonstandard analysis, we shall obtain a general criterion for that there is no function 
which would be the almost everywhere finite derivative function for the following 
continuous function:  
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Part I 
 
Foundation of paralogical nonstandard analysis and application to problems 
of non differentiable functions presented by absolutely convergent 
trigonometrical series. Part I. 
 
 
I. Introduction and results 
 
According to Weierstrass [1], in a talk to the Royal Academy of Sciences in 
Berlin on 18  July 1872, Riemann introduced the function 
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in order to warn that continuous functions need not have a derivative.  Not 
succeeding in verifying that )(xℜ  is nowhere differentiable, Weierstrass proved this 
property instead for the series  
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with suitably chosen positive numbers a and b. This appeared first in print in 
Du-Bois-Reymond [2]. According to Butzer and Stark [3], there are no other known 
sources which confirm Riemann's role in the story. Hardy [4, pp. 322-323] proved that 
Riemann's function )(xℜ  is not differentiable in any irrational point x and also not 
differentiable in a large class of rational Qx∈ . With a completely elementary but long 
proof, Gerver [5] succeeded in 1970 in showing that at every rational point 
qpr /= with p and q both odd, f(x) is differentiable, and has derivative equal to 2/1−  at  
r . Furthermore he showed that at all other rational points the function is not 
differentiable. Other,shorter proofs were given by Smith [6], Quefelec [7], Mohr [8], 
Itatsu [9], Luther [10] and Holschneider and Tchamitchian [11]. For previous reviews 
on Riemann's function, see Neuenschwander [12] and Segal [13]; the literature list of 
[3] contains many further references abaut the Riemann's function )(xℜ . For 42 << β , 
in  [14] directed analyze the behavior, near the points qpx /π=  of  
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considered as a function of x ,and expand this series into a constant term, a 
term on the order of 3/)1()/( −− βπ qpx , a term linear in qpx /π− , a ``chirp" term on the 
order of 4/)12()/( −− βπ qpx , and an error term on the order of 2/)/( βπ qpx − . At every such 
rational point, the left and right derivatives are either both finite (and equal) or both 
infinite, in contrast with the quadratic series, where the derivative is often finite on 
one side and infinite on the other. However, in the cubic series, again in contrast with 
the quadratic case, the chirp term generally has a different set of frequencies and 
amplitudes on the right and left sides. Finally, we show that almost every irrational 
point can be closely approximated, in a suitable Diophantine sense, by rational points 
where the cubic series has an infinite derivative. This implies that when  
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both the real and imaginary parts of the cubic series are differentiable almost 
nowhere. At the same time it is necessary to note that in spite of a big progress 
obtained in the considered studies area, any general absence criterions of the finite 
almost everywhere derivate for absolutely convergent  trigonometrical series was not 
obtained. 
In the present work, using the methods of paralogical nonstandard analysis, we 
shall obtain the general absence criterion of the almost everywhere finite derivative 
function for the following continuous function 
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function )(xℑ  does not have a finite derivate on a quantity of a positive 
measure. Particularly we shall reinforce the foregoing Gerver’s result by showing that 
inequality (1.4) is possible to change by inequality 5.3≤β , at least for a quantity of 
points of a positive measure. 
 
II. Paralogical sets. Strong paraconsistens set theory #ZFC  
 
A set theory is paraconsistent if it is inconsistent but nontrivial, i.e., at least one 
contradiction is derived but still there are formulas that are not theorems. Thus the 
anderlying logic of paraconsistent set theory must be a paraconsistent set theory 
must be a paraconsistent logic, i.e. in which there is a symbol of negation ¬ , such 
that from a formula A  and its negation A¬ , it is not possible in general to obtain any 
formula B  whatsoever. For the first time paraconsistent set theory was made N.C.A. 
da Costa, in 1963, [15] , the same work in which he presented his infinite hierarchy of 
paraconsistent logics. Further attempts can be found Arruda [16], Assenjo and 
Tamburino [17], and Goodman [18].  Except for da Costa’s,  Assenjo and 
Tamburino’s  set theories the others are proved to be nontrivial. Those, 
paraconsistent set theory already proven to be nontrivial may be called weak 
paraconsistent set theory for because of her underlying special logic, a lot of the 
basic results of classical set theories system ZFC are not valid in them. The others, 
supposing that they are nontrivial, may by called almost strong,  paraconsistent set 
theory for almost all results of classical set theories system ZFC  are valid in them. 
The others, supposing that they are nontrivial, may by called strong paraconsistens 
set theory for all results of classical set theories system ZFC  are valid in them. Arruda 
[19] proved that da Costa’s formulation of the axiom schema of abstraction for the 
systems nNF , ω<≤ n1 , leads to the trivialization of the systems, ωNF with da Costa’s 
formulation of the axiom schema of abstraction, leads to the paradox of identity: 
)( yxyx =∀∀ , ωNF after correction by Arruda’s special syntactical development, may be 
considered as a almost strong paraconsistent set theory. But many ears the method 
for strong paraconsistent set theory production was not found. 
 
Let us call a set X -strong paralogical set if it may exist in strong paraconsistent 
set theory but not in a classical set theory ZFC . Let us call a set X -paralogical set if 
for certain relation )(oℜ such )(Xℜ and )(X¬ℜ . For example the all set X  such XX ∈  
and XX ∉ is a paralogical set, thus Rassel’s set )(0 XXX ∈¬=ℜ
∧∆
, is a paralogical set, 
thus Rassel’s n-order set )()( XXX nn ∈¬=ℜ
∧∆
, where An)(¬ is defined as )(nAA∧¬ , 
nn AAAA ...21)( ∧=∆ , 01 )( nn AA ∆+ = , )(10 AAAA ¬∧¬== , is a paralogical set, thus the universal 
set )( xxxV == ∧∆ , is a paralogical set.  
Theorem I. X strong paralogical set X⇔ is a paralogical set. 
Let us call the abstract relation )(oℜ -paralogical relation if for certain 
object X we have )(Xℜ and )(X¬ℜ . Let us call the abstract relation )(oℜ auto-logical if 
))(( oℜℜ is true i.e. )()( oo ℜ∈ℜ , and let us call the abstract relation )(oℜ hetero-logical if 
))(( oℜℜ is false i.e. )()( oo ℜ∉ℜ . Thus Grelling’s relation )]()()[()( oooo ℜ∉ℜℜ= ∧∆Gr , is a 
paralogical relation. (Grelling’s paradox), n-order Grelling’s 
relation )]]()([)[()( )( oooo ℜ∈ℜ¬ℜ= ∧∆ nnGr , is a paralogical relation 
 ( n-order Grelling’s paradox ).  
Let us call the proposition −A this is a paralogical proposition, if for certain 
objects X , )(oℜ : )(XA ℜ⇔ ,and )()( XX ¬ℜ∧ℜ . 
Definition I. )].()()[( XXXV ℜ⇔ℜℜ=ℜ ∧∆ . 
Definition II. )()[( XXVP ℜℜ=ℜ ∧∆  is a paralogical proposition, 
])(, ℜ∈ℜ∈ VXVX , i.e. ℜVP  is a set of the all paralogical propositions. 
Definition III. Let us call the paraconsistent logic −ℑ this is a strong 
paraconsistent logic, if any paralogical  proposition  don’t invalidate logicℑ . 
The postulates of propositional strong paraconsistent logic #L  are the 
following: 
I. Logical postulates: 
(1) ),( ABA ⇒⇒  
(2) )),())((()( CACBABA ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  
(3) ),( BABA ∧⇒⇒  
(4) ,ABA ⇒∧  
(5) ,BBA ⇒∧  
(6) ),( BAA ∨⇒  
(7) ),( BAB ∨⇒  
(8) )),()(()( CBACBCA ⇒∨⇒⇒⇒⇒  
(9) ,AA ¬∨  if and only if ℜ∉VPA . 
(10) ).( ABB ⇒¬⇒   
II. Weak modus ponens :  
 
(1) ,|, # BBAA L=⇒  if ℜ∉VPA  (but not: if and only if), 
(2) ,|, # BBAA L≠⇒  if ℜ∈VPA  and ℜℜ∈ VPVB \ , 
(3) ,|)(, # ABABBB L ⇒¬≠⇒¬⇒ if .ℜ∈VPB   
  
Definition IV. )()( ## LVZFCZFC +∃+≡ . 
Theorem II. #ZFC  is a strong paraconsistens set theory.  
Theorem III. ConsisZFC⇔ParaConsisZFC # . 
 
 
III. Paralogical ultrafilters and paralogical nonstandard extensions 
The starting point of classical nonstandard analysis is the construction and use, 
of an ordered field R• which is a proper extension of the usual ordered field R of real 
numbers, and which satisfies almost all the properties of R . We refer to R• as a field 
of classical nonstandard real numbers, or as a field of classical hyperreal numbers. 
We also refer to N• as the set of classical nonstandard natural numbers or as the set 
of classical hypernatural numbers. Because the ordered field R is Dedecind 
complete, it follows that extension field R• will necessarily have among its new 
elements both infinitesimal and infinite numbers. Bat it is easily seen that a proper 
classical extension field R• ofR cannot satisfy literally all the properties of .R For 
example it cannot be Dedecind complete, because the set of finite numbers in 
R• cannot have a least upper bound r , because then 1−r would be a smaller upper 
bound. Thus nonstandard field R• may be called weak nonstandard extension of the 
field R . But it is easily seen that a strong nonstandard extension of the fieldR , 
cannot exist in set theory ZFC . 
Definition IV. Let us call algebraic field Θ in set theory #ZFC , non-classical field, 
if it may exist in set theory #ZFC , but not in a classical set theory ZFC . 
Definition V. Let us call non-classical field Θ - paraordered field, if ordered 
relation )( oo ≤ - it is a paralogical relation on the Θ×Θ . 
The starting point of paralogical nonstandard analysis is the construction and 
use, of an paraordered field R#  which is a proper extension of the classical 
nonstandard field R• .  
Definition VI. Let us call paraordered field R# -strong nonstandard extension 
of the field R# , if R#  satisfy literally all the properties of R . 
Theorem III. Strong nonstandard extensions of the classical nonstandard field 
R• , exist in set theory #ZFC . 
Definition VII. Let be a paralogical set. A paralogical filter on is a set   of 
subsets of such that : 
(1) FX ∈ , 
(2) The intersection of any two elements of  is an element of , 
(3) If FH ∈ and XGH ⊂⊂  then FG∈ , 
(4) F∉∅ , (5) F∈∅ . 
 
 
Definition VIII. A paralogical filter  is said to be fixed or principal if the 
intersection of all elements of is nonempty; otherwise,  is said to be free or non-
principal. 
Definition IX. Let be a set. A collectionU of subsetsof is an paralogical 
ultrafilter if U is a paralogical filter, and whenever XA ⊆  then either UA∈ or UAX ∈\ . 
 
IV.Paralogical nonstandard analysis and paralogical ultraproducts of 
structures 
 
A basic framework for Paralogical Nonstandard Analysis (PNSA) can be 
derived in a very natural way from the elementary properties of ultraproducts. Logical 
formalism provides a convenient way of expressing and using the basic properties of 
paralogical ultraproducts. Let V  be a set of mathematical objects; we want to 
consider paralogical non-standard extensions ofV . Each such extension is based on 
a set that we will denote by V# .  To begin we construct these as paralogic 
ultrapowers ofV . Let I  be an index set and #U  an paralogical ultrafilter on I . To 
avoid trivial situations we assume thatV and I are infinite and that #U  is countably 
incomplete. This means that there are sets )|( #NnUn ∈ in #U  such that ∅=∈I
n
n NnU )|(
#  
Note that any nonprincipal  paralogical ultrafilter on a countable index set must be 
countably incomplete. 
On the space IV  of all functions VI →:α define an equivalence relation #~U  by 
 
           { } #)()(|~ # UiiIiU ∈=∈⇔ βαβα . 
 
Then V#  is defined to be the set of all equivalence classes of #~U  on 
IV . 
That is,elements of V#  are represented by functions VI →:α ,and these 
functions, are identified exactly when they are equal “almost everywhere” in the 
sense of U# . For each function VI →:α  we denote its equivalence class under #~U  by 
#][α . We regard V#  as an extension of V  via the diagonal mapping VV ###: →   
defined for each Va∈  by ## ][α=a  where α  is the constant function VI →:α  
with ai =)(α for all Ii∈ . To obtain a fully equipped paralogical nonstandard extension 
of V  from this construction we define A#  for every set mVA ⊆  and define mVA )(## ⊆  for 
every function BAf →: where Aand B  are subsets of (possibly different) cartesian 
powers of V . First consider mVA ⊆  and define mVA )(## ⊆  by 
 
                        { } #1###1 ))(),...,((|)][,...,]([ UAiiIiA mm ∈∈∈⇔∈ αααα . 
 
Next consider BAf →:  where mVA ⊆  and nVB ⊆  and define BAf ### : → by 
 
                )][,...,]([)][,...,]([ ##1##1# mmf ββαα =  
 
where nββ ,...,1  are elements of IV  satisfying 
 
 
         { } #11 ))(),...,(())(),...,((| UiifiiIi mn ∈=∈ ααββ . 
 
 
Of course one must show that A#  and f#  are well defined on the equivalence 
classes: ##1 ][,...,][ mαα ; this is an elementary exercise. 
The full system just defined will be referred to as the U# -paralogical ultrapower 
nonstandard extension of V . The most important properties of this # mapping are 
given next. They are all very easy to prove using the elementary roperties of 
paralogical ultralters. For each 0, ≥nm  this # mapping satisifes the following 
conditions: 
)1(E #  preserves membership and function values: For each Vaa m ∈,...,1 ,if 
mVA⊆ , then NnAaaAaaAaa mmnm ∈∈⇔∈⇒∈ ,),...,(),...,(]),...,[( 1##1#)(##1# ; moreover, if 
BAf →:  is a function,  with mm VAaa ⊆∈,...,1  and nVB ⊆ , then 
)),...,((),...,( 1
##
1
##
mm aafaaf = . 
)2(E #  commutes with Boolean operations: if mVBA ⊆, , then 
)()( ### BABA II = , )()( ### BABA UU = , AVAV mm ### \)()\( = ;moreover, mm VV )()( ## =  and ∅=∅# . 
)3(E # commutes with Cartesian products: if mVA ⊆ and nVB ⊆          
then BABA ### )( ×=× . We regard BA× as a subset of nmV + . 
)4(E #  commutes with coordinate mappings: if nm VV →:π  is any coordinate 
mapping on V  then nm VV )():( ### →π  is the corresponding coordinate mapping on V# ; 
moreover ))(())(( ### AA ππ = for all mVA⊆ . 
By a “coordinate mapping” in )4(E  we mean a map, which omits, identifies  
and permutes coordinates. Such a map is associated to a sequence 
nsss ,...,1= of elements of { }m,...,1 .The coordinate mapping sπ from mV  to nV  is the 
one that satisfies ),...,(),...,(
11 nssms
aaaa =π  for all Vaa m ∈,...,1 . Note that this gives a 
uniform meaning to sπ  independent of the set from which the coordinates are taken. 
In particular, the corresponding coordinate mapping on V#  is given by a similar 
definition and )4(E includes the assertion that this mapping is equal to sπ#  . 
)5(E #  is injective: if mVA ⊆  is nonempty,  then A#  is also nonempty. 
Therefore, for any BABABAVBA nm =⇔=⇒=⊆ ##)(## ],[, ;moreover, if gf ,  are 
functions from mVA⊆ to nVB ⊆  then .][ ##)(## gfgfgf n =⇔=⇒=  
)6(E #  preserves finite cardinalities: if mVA⊆ is finite, then A  and A#  have the 
same number of elements; if mVA ⊆  is infinite  then A#   is infinite. 
)7(E #  preserves function graphs: if BAf →:  is a function, with mVA⊆  
and nVB ⊆ , and if nmV +⊆Γ  is the graph of f ,then Γ#  is the graph of 
the function BAf ### : → . 
)8(E #  preserves identity functions and commutes with composition of 
functions: if f  is the identity function on mVA ⊆ , then f#  is the identity 
function on A# ; if BAf →:  and CBg →: are functions, with mVA ⊆ , nVB ⊆  
and kVC ⊆ , then )()()( ### fgfg oo = . 
)9(E #  is proper: if mVA ⊆  and A  is infinite, then A#  contains elements 
that are nonstandard; that is A# contains elements which are not of the 
form ),...,( #1# maa  with Vaa m ∈,...,1 . 
Definition. (Paralogical Nonstandard Extension of a Set V ) Let V be an 
infinite paralogical set. A paralogical nonstandard extension of V  consists of a 
set V#  together with a mapping #  that embeds V  into V#  and that assigns a set 
mVA )(## ⊆ to each set mVA ⊆  and a function BAf ### : → to each function BAf →: . 
(where mVA ⊆ and nVB ⊆ ) such that conditions )1(E  through )9(E  are satisfied. 
Remain standard intended use of formulas, let yx,  be variables ranging over 
nonempty sets BA,  respectively and let ),( yxϕ  and ),( yxψ  denote conditions 
(formulas) on ),( yx defining subsets Φand Ψ (respectively) of BA× . 
We consider certain logical formulas that can be built up from ),( yxϕ  
and ),( yxψ  (on the left below) and the sets that are defined by them (on 
the right): 
)(nnAA ∀⇔∗  
)( •∗ ¬∧¬⇔¬ AAA  
),( yx•ϕ                        defines   ),(),( yxyx ϕϕ •¬∧  
),( yxϕ¬                        defines  the complement Φ  in BA× , 
),( yxϕ•¬                  defines  the strong complement Φ  in BA× , 
),(),( yxyx ψϕ ∨              defines   the union ΨΦ U , 
),(),( yxyx •• ∨ψϕ           defines   the strong union ΨΦ U , 
),(),( yxyx ψϕ ∧              defines   the intersection ΨΦ I , 
),(),( yxyx •• ∧ψϕ         defines   the strong intersection ΨΦ I , 
         ),( yxxϕ∃              defines   the projection   where  
                                   is the projection onto the second coordinate,  
         ),( yxyϕ∀             defines  { }{ }Φ⊆×∈ BxAx | , 
         ),( yxyϕ•∀            defines  { }{ }•Φ⊆×∈ ][| BxAx . 
 
Note that the universal quantifier •∀  can be handled in terms of the 
existential quantifier,  by means of the easy 
equivalence ),(),( yxyyxy ϕϕ •• ¬∃¬⇔∀ . 
 
 
In a similar way we use the ∗ -implication sign •→  as in ),(),( yxyx ψϕ •→ ,to 
abbreviate the formula ),(),(( yxyx •• ∨¬ ψϕ ,and we use the ∗ -equivalence symbol •↔ ,as 
in ),(),( yxyx ψϕ •↔  to abbreviate )],(),([)],(),([ yxyxyxyx ϕψψϕ •• →∧→ .  
Now we define the particular logical formulas that will be used in working with 
V . 
Definition. (Formulas Over V ) Let V  be a Universal Set. 
(1) Basic formulas over V  consist of the formulas Ass m ∈),...,( 1 and 
),...,(),...,( 11 nm ttssf = , where A is any subset of mV  , f is any function from a subset of 
mV  into nV , and each element of the sequence nm ttss ,...,,,..., 11  
is either a variable ranging over V  or an element of V (with repetitions allowed). 
(2) Formulas over V  are obtained from basic formulas over V by repeatedly 
applying the connectives ∨ ,∧ ,¬ , •¬ ,→ , •→ ,↔ , •↔ and the quantifiers∃ ,∀ , •∀ applied to 
variables which range over V . 
 
Each formula over V  has an obvious interpretation in V  (equipped with 
all relations and functions). If VW ⊆  then every formula over W  can 
be transformed into an equivalent formula over V  by relativizing all of its 
quantifiers to W . 
Note that functions appear in formulas over V  only through their graphs. 
This allows us to use partially defined functions, and it is less restrictive than 
it may seem at first. For example  suppose f , g  and h  are nonparalogical 
functions from V into itself, and we want to express the condition that h  is the 
composition of f  and g . This can be done using the following formula 
)])()(()([ yzfzxgzyxhyx =∧=∃↔=∀∀ •••  which is a formula over V . Suppose <  
2V⊆  is an ordering relation on V and we want to express the condition that 
•< )]()([ xgxf  holds for all elements Vx∈ . This can be done using the following formula 
over V : ]))()([( zyzxgyxfzx <→=∧=∀∀∀ •••• . In this way we see how statements 
involving the composition of functions and the substitution of functions in predicates 
can be expressed using formulas over V . 
Now consider a fixed paralogical nonstandard extension V#  of V . Each formula 
over V  can be given a i.e. nonstandard interpretation in V#  and this turns out to be 
the key to proving things about the nonstandard extension. 
This interpretation is made precise by defining for each formula over V  its   
 # -transform, which is a formula over V• . The Transfer Principle which we 
state below gives the exact relation between the meanings of these two 
formulas. To help keep the two classes of formulas and their interpretations 
clearly distinct, we use lower case variables such as mxx ,...,1  to range over 
V and upper case variables such as mXX ,...,1  to range overV . 
Definition. ( # -Transform of Formulas over V  ) Let V be an infinite set and 
let ),...,( 1 mxxϕ  be a formula over V . Consider any nonstandard extension V#  of V . The 
# - transform of ),...,( 1 mxxϕ  is a formula over V#  which is denoted by ),...,( 1# mXXϕ  and 
is constructed as follows: 
(1) Find all of the sets mVA ⊆  that occur in ),...,( 1 mxxϕ  in basic formulas, and 
replace each such set by its counterpart A#  over V# ; similarly, replace each function 
BAf →: by f#  and replace each element a  of V  by a#  and 
(2) replace every variable mixi ,...,1, =  in ),...,( 1 mxxϕ  including the ones that are used 
with quantifiers, by a corresponding variable miX i ,...,1, =  which ranges over V# . 
Theorem. (Paralogical Transfer Principle) Let V be an universal set and 
consider a fixed nonstandard extension of V . 
(1) Let ),...,( 1 mxxϕ be a formula over V  and let ),...,( 1# mXXϕ  be 
its # - transform. Suppose mVB ⊆  is the set defined by ),...,( 1 mxxϕ : 
 
                     { ),...,(|),...,( 11 mmm xxVxxB ϕ∈= is true in }V . 
 
Then B#  is the set defined by ),...,( 1# mXXϕ : 
 
                 { ),...,(|)(),...,( 1##1# mmm XXVXXB ϕ∈=  is true in }V# . 
 
(2) Let ϕ  be any sentence over V , and let ϕ# be its # - transform. Then 
(2a)                      ϕ is true in V •⇔ ϕ# is true in V# . 
(2b)                       ϕ is true in V ϕ#⇒ is true in V# . 
 
 
The Paralogical Transfer Principle is a flexible and useful result which 
expresses nearly everything that one needs to know about paralogical nonstandard 
extensions. In particular it gives precise meaning to the statement “the paralogical 
nonstandard extension of V  possesses all of the properties that V  does” It embodies 
the content of conditions )1(E - )9(E  in logical notation and makes it possible to derive 
useful consequences from those conditions with less effort than would otherwise be 
true. It is proved by a straightforward argument by induction on the construction of 
formulas over V .  In most expositions of Paralogical Nonstandard Analysis the 
Transfer Principle appears in the definition of the concept of paralogical nonstandard 
extension  which requires the use of logical notation right at the start. We have 
turned things around so that the Paralogical Transfer Principle is 
derived from principles that are mathematically more transparent and we 
view it as a technical tool for working with paralogical nonstandard extensions. 
When applied to paralogical ultrapower paralogical nonstandard extensions, the 
Paralogical Transfer Principle is also we call as the Theorem of  Los or the 
Fundamental Theorem of Paralogical Ultrapowers. We will always assume that the 
basic set V  contains the set R of real numbers. The set R#  is equipped with binary 
functions +#  and ×#   and with a binary paralogical relation <# . Equipped with this 
additional structure, R#  is an paraordered field a real closed paralogical field in fact. 
These properties can be formulated using logical sentences and the Paralogical 
Transfer Principle is then used to prove that they hold in R#  because they are the # - 
transforms of sentences that hold in R . For ease of notation we will follow the 
customary practice of dropping the #  and denoting these as + ,× , and < . 
Definition. Ryxyxyx #,;)( ∈<⇔< •• . 
 Moreover we act as though the embedding of R•  and R  into R# given by the #  
mapping is an inclusion. With these conventions, R#  is an paraodered, Dedecind 
complete (V -universal set)  field, extension of R . Moreover the set Ζ#  which is the 
set of “paralogical  nonstandard integers” is the domain of a subring of R# which has 
the property that for every Rr #∈  there is a unique Ζ∈#n which satisfies 1+≤≤ nrn . 
A number x  in R#  is called strong infinitesimal if rxr •• <<−  holds for every 
standard positive real number Rr∈ . A number x  in R#  is called 
parainfinitesimal if  rxr •• <<−  holds for every positive real number Rr∈ ,and 
)( rxrr •• <<−¬∀ . A number x  in R#  is called infinitesimal, if x  strong 
infinitesimal or parainfinitesimal.  If Ryx #, ∈  we write yx •≈  when yx −  is strong 
infinitesimal, we write yx #≈  when yx −  is parainfinitesimal, and we write yx ≈  when 
yx −  infinitesimal.  A number Rx #∈  is called strong finite if there exists a standard 
positive real number Rr∈  such that rxr •• <<− . A number Rx #∈  is called parafinite if 
there exists a standard positive real number Rr∈  such that rxr <<− and 
])[( 1111 rxrRrr
•• <<−∈¬∃ . A number Rx #∈  is called finite if x strong finite or parafinite. 
Otherwise Rx #∈ is called strong infinite, parainfinite or infinite. Each finite number 
Rx #∈  determines nonempty set )(xD of the Dedekind cuts in R ; therefore there is a 
unique nonepty set )(xST  of the standard real numbers Rr∈  such )(# xSTrx ∈≈ . This 
set )(xST is led the parastandard part of x , ad we write { })(inf)( xSTxst = - lower standard 
part of x , and we write { })(sup)( xSTxst = - upper standard part of x . If 
)()()( xstxstxst == we call )(xst - standard part of x . Evidently for all finite numbers 
Ryx #, ∈ : 
(1) )()( xstxst ≤ , 
(2) ))]()(())()([( ystxstystxstyx ≤∧≤⇔≤• , 
(3) )()()( ystxstyxst +=+ , 
(4) )()()( ystxstyxst +=+ , 
(5) if 0)(,0)( >> ystxst  then )()()( ystxstyxst ×=× , 
(6) if 0)(,0)( >> ystxst then )()()( ystxstyxst ×=× . 
 
Remark. The set of finite numbers in R#  is a convex subring of R# and the 
mappings )(ost and )(ost  is a homomorphisms of ordered rings from this subring onto 
R . The kernel of )(ost and )(ost  is obviously the set of infinitesimals in R# . Condition 
)9(E that V#  is proper,  implies that there exist non-zero infinitesimals in R#  and that 
there also exist infinite numbers in R# as well. In other words R#  is non-Archimedean. 
Bat when V - universal set, Ζ# satisfier literally all the properties of Z . In this sense, we 
have literally reconstruction the Archimedean properties inside R# .  
 
One of the key ideas in most applications of classical nonstandard methods is 
the concept of internal set or function on the nonstandard Robinson’s extension 
V• . This concept is the most effectively developed in PNSA when V - universal set, 
because in this case V  has all classical set theoretical structure so that the sets and 
functions we are interested in are themselves represented by elements of V , 
and VV ⊆# . In the most general framework for classical NSA this is handled by taking 
V  to be a superstructure; see Section 6 of [ ] for example. Here we will take a more 
limited point of view. That is, we consider a subset Ξ  of V  which contains the 
mathematical objects we want to investigate and assume that V  also contains as 
elements every subset of mΞ )0( ≥m and every function between such subsets. This 
allows us to define and to conveniently handle internal subsets of m)(#Ξ  and internal 
functions between such subsets, let )( mmm PE Ξ×Ξ⊆ denote the membership relation 
between m - tuples from Ξ  and sets of such m - tuples,  
 
    { }AaaPAaaE mmmmm ∈Ξ×Ξ∈= ),...,(|)(),,...,( 11 . 
 
(Here )(oP  is the power set operation, so )( mP Ξ  is the collection of all subsets of 
mΞ .) According to our assumptions, 1+⊆⊆ mm VVE  so that mE#  is a well defined subset 
of 1# )( +mV ; in fact This provides the basis for our definition of internal subsets of m)(#Ξ : 
Definition. (Internal Subsets and Functions on Ξ# )  A  subset B  
of m)(#Ξ  is internal if there exists )(# mPb Ξ∈  which codes B  in the sense that 
 
                            { }mmmm EbaaaaB #1#1 ),,...,(|)(),...,( ∈Ξ∈= . 
 
A function BAf →:  where mA )(#Ξ⊆  and mB )(#Ξ⊆ is internal if the graph of f  is 
internal as a subset of nm+Ξ)(# . 
Note that if mA Ξ⊆ or if BAf →:  where mA Ξ⊆  and mB Ξ⊆ , then A#  
 is an internal set and f#  is an internal function.  
 
Definition. Let  call Aand f - external if Aand f no internal. 
 
Remark. If V - universal set, VV ⊆# and then  A#  is an internal set and f#  is an 
internal function automatically. 
The collection of internal sets and functions on Ξ#  is closed under a wide 
variety of mathematical operations, as is provable  without great effort from the 
Transfer Principle. For example the collection of internal sets is closed under Boolean 
operations where defined, and under coordinate mappings the domain and range of 
an internal function are internal sets the restriction of an internal function to an 
internal subset of its domain is again an internal function and so forth. The following 
principle gives the most general result of this kind : 
Theorem. (Internal Definition Principle) 
Let ),...,,,...,( 11 nm yyxxϕ  be a formula over V. Let Vaa n #1 ,..., ∈  and let B  be the subset 
of m)(#Ξ  defined by ),...,,,...,( 11# nm aaXXϕ : 
  
                  { ),...,,,...,(|)(),...,( 11##1 nmmm aaXXXXB •Ξ∈= ϕ is true in }V# . 
 
Then B  is internal. 
 
For example in classical NSA for numbers set N  we have: VNN •• ∉\ ,i.e. set 
NN \• - is external set. But in PNSA we have:  VVNN ## \ ⊆∈ ,i.e. NN \# - is internal set. 
 
It is interesting to unravel the definition of internal set and function 
when V#  is constructed using paralogical ultraproducts. What we find out is that 
the internal subsets of m)(#Ξ  in this setting correspond exactly to paralogical 
ultraproducts of subsets of mΞ . Let U  be an paralogical ultrafilter on the index set I  
and suppose V#  is the U - ultrapower paralogical nonstandard extension of V . Let B  
be an internal subset of m)(#Ξ and suppose B is coded by mPb )(## Ξ∈ as in Definition.  
Then b  is the equivalence class under U~  of some function )(: mPIF Ξ→ . Let 
m
maa Ξ∈#1 ,..., for each mj ,...,1=  there is a function Ξ→Ij :β  for which #][ jja α= . It is 
easily seen that 
 
 ( ){ }UiiIiBaa mm ∈∈⇔∈ )(),...,(|),...,( 11 αα . 
 
Therefore the paralogical internal set B  can be identified with the paralogical 
U - ultraproduct of the family of sets ( )IiiF ∈|)( . This analysis can be reversed to show 
that every such paralogical ultraproduct gives rise to an paralogical internal subset of 
m)(#Ξ . 
 
 
 
 
V. Analysis on the paralogical numerical line R#  and general result 
 
Definition 5.1. A function RRzf ##):( →  is said to have a limit czfaz =→ )(lim #  if, for 
all 0>ε ,( R#∈ε ), there exists a 0>δ  such that ε<− |)(| czf  whenever δ<−< az0 ,( R#∈δ ). 
Definition 5.2. A function RRzf ##):( →  is said to have a strong limit  
 
                                      czfs az =− •→ )(lim   
 
if, for all 0>•ε , there exists a 0>•δ  such that ε•<− |)(| czf  whenever δ•• <−< az0 . 
 
Theorem.5.1. Let RRzf →:)( -standard function, then: 
 
(1)   czfczf azaz
## )(lim)(lim # =⇒= →→ , 
(2)   czfsczf azaz
## )(lim)(lim =−⇐= •→→ . 
 
Definition 5.3. A function RRzf →:)(  is said to have a ∗ -limit czfaz =−∗ → )(lim ,if 
and only if a function RRzf ##):( →  to have a strong limit czfaz ## )(lim =•→ . 
Definition 5.4. (a) the derivative of a function RRxf ##):( →  with respect to the 
variable x is defined as 
                                    
h
xfhxfxf
xd
xfd
h
)()(lim)()(
0
/#
#
#
#
−+≡≡ → , 
(b) the strong derivative of a function RRxf ##):( →  with respect to the variable x is 
defined  
 
as                  
 
                       
h
xfhxfsxfs
xd
xfd
h
)()(lim)()(
0
/#
#
# −+−≡−≡ •→
•
• , 
(c) a function RRzf →:)(  is said to have a ∗ -derivate )(/ xf •  if and only if a 
function RRzf ##):( →  to have a strong derivate s - )]([)( /#/# xfxf •= . 
 Definition 5.5. Let the terms in a series be denoted ia , let the partial sum be 
given by                                       
                                 ∑
=
=
k
i
ik aS
1
, Nk #∈ ,    
 
and let the k - th sequence of partial sums be given by kS , ,...2,1=k . If the 
sequence of partial sums does not converge to a limit (e.g., it oscillates or 
approaches ∞± # ), the series is said to #-diverge, or like usual diverge. A series of 
terms na  is said to be absolutely convergent if the series formed by taking the 
absolute values of the na , Nna
n
n
#|,| ∈∑  converges.  
Definition 5.6. (a) a series∑∞
=
#
1
)(
n
n xu is uniformly convergent to )(xS  for a 
set RE #⊆ of values of x  if, for each 0>ε , an integer NM #∈  can be found such that                    
                                            ε<− )()( xSxSn  
for Mn >  and all Ex∈ , (b) a series∑∞
=
#
1
)(
n
n xu is strong uniformly convergent to )(xS  
for a set RE #⊆ of values of x if, for each  0>•ε , an integer NM #∈  can be found 
such that 
 
                                            ε•<− )()( xSxSn . 
 
 
Theorem.5.2. Let: (1) a standard series ∑∞
=
=
1
)()(
n
n xuxu is uniformly convergent to 
)(xu  for a set RE ⊆ of values of x , (2) nonstandard series ∑∞
=
=
#
1
# )()(
n
n xuxU is strong 
uniformly convergent to )(xU  for a set RE ## ⊆ of values of x .Then )()( ## xuxu =  for all 
Ex #∈ . 
 
Definition.5.7. The Riemann  integral for nonstandard function )()( # xgxf = ,  
 
where 
 
 
)(xg - standard function, we defined in that way: 
 
 
                                             


= ∫∫ b
a
b
a
dxxgxdxf )()(
#
# . 
 
 
In a general case the Riemann integral  defined by taking a limit of a hyper    
 
finite Riemann sum 
 
 
                   )(][lim)(
1
/
0][max
#
# ∑∫
=→∆
∆=
M
k
kkxmes
b
a
xfxmesxdxf
k
, 
 
 
where bxa •• ≤≤  and /kx , are arbitrary points in the intervals ],[ 1+=∆ kkk xxx ,     
1+
•< kk xx , kkk xxxmes −=∆ +1][ , k
M
k
xba U
1
],[
=
∆= . 
 
Definition.5.8. (1) The Lebesgue   integral for nonstandard function )()( # xgxf = ,  
 
where )(xg - standard function, we defined in that way: 
 
                                             


= ∫∫ )()()()(
#
#
b
a
b
a
xdxgxdxf µµ , 
 
where ∫b
a
xdxg )()( µ - the standard Lebesgue  integral.  
 
 
(2) The Lebesgue   measure for nonstandard set RE ## ⊂ , RE ⊂  we defined in  
 
that way: 
 
             
                                                       ( ) ( )EE #### µµ =  
 
 
where )(oµ - the standard Lebesgue measure. 
 
 
Theorem.5.3.The hyper finite series may be L-integrated term by term 
 
                            )()()()( #
1
#
1
xdxuxdxu
M
n
b
a
n
b
a
M
n
n µµ ∑∫∫ ∑
==
=

 , NNM \#∈ . 
 
 
Definition.5.8.   )(exp)exp( ## inxinx
∆= , ## ππ = . 
 
Theorem.5.4. Let a standard series ∞=∑∞
=1
2
n
na , NNn →:)(ψ , and )(#
1
2#
#
∞=•
∞
=
∑
k
ka .  
Then hyper finite sum ))((exp ##
1
#
# kia
M
k
k ψπ∑
=
, NNM \#∈ is nonfinite µ# -almost 
everywhere. 
 
Proof. Let ))((exp)( ##
1
#
# kiax
M
k
kM ψπ∑
=
=Θ is finite µ# -almost everywhere. Then 
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=−
=Θ
M
k
kM axdx
1
2##2 )()(
#
#
µ
π
π
is finite or parafinite, but no strong infinite  for all  
 
NNM \#∈ . But then  ∞<∑∞
=1
2
n
na , that contradicts to the theorem conditions. 
 
 
Theorem.5.5. Let NNn →:)(1ω , Rn →)(2ω , ∞<∑∞
=
−
1
1
2 )(
n
nω , ∞=∑∞
=
2
2
1
1 ))(/)(( nn
n
ωω , 
( ) )()()/( #
1
2
2
#
1
#
#
∞=•
∞
=
∑
k
kk ωω . Then function 
 
        ∑∞
=
⋅⋅⋅=ℑ
1 2
1
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))(exp(
)(
n n
xnix ω
ωπ , 
 
does not possess by the almost everywhere finite derivative function.                             
         
 
Proof. Let’s suppose that derivative function )(/ x•ℑ is finite almost everywhere. 
Then function  
 
 
                                   ∑∞
=
⋅⋅⋅=ℑ
ln
l n
xnix
)(
))(exp(
)(
2
1
ω
ωπ
 
 
 
 
evidently, possesses by the almost everywhere finite derivative function )(/ xl•ℑ  
for any Nl∈ . Using the paralogical transfer principle, we see that non-standard 
function 
  
                                                ( ) ( ) /##/# )()( xx LL ℑ=ℑ•   
 
will be µ# -almost everywhere finite for all numbers NL #∈ . According to the 
definition of function )(xℑ , for all hyper-finite NNM \#∈  is truly the identity 
 
 
                                 )(
)(
))((exp)( 1
#
1 2
#
1
#
### x
n
xnix M
M
n
+
=
ℑ+⋅⋅⋅=ℑ ∑ ω ωπ , 
 
from which, in a result of differentiation, we shall obtain the following identity 
 
 
               
            ( ) ( ) /#1#1##
1 2
#
1
#
#
/## )())(exp(
)(
)()( xxni
n
nix M
M
n
+
=
ℑ+⋅⋅⋅=ℑ ∑ ωπωωπ . 
 
 
From this identity, by virtue of theorem (5.4), follows that derivative function  ( ) /## )(xℑ  cannot be #-almost everywhere finite. Obtained contradiction proves  
the theorem. 
 
Theorem.5.6. Let 5.30 ≤< β . Then Gerver’s function  
 
 
     ∑∞
=
−=
1
3
,3 )exp()(
n
ixnnxG ββ  
 
does not possess by the almost everywhere finite derivative function.                             
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